Product Features
●

Ukey completely eliminates the need to have or manage keys anymore.
○
All Construction Equipment keys are the same by brand, with Ukey every machine can be unique

●

Ukey can eliminate machinery abuse and unauthorized use that is rampant on jobsites, many times within
different trades. Flat tires, out of fuel, damages to your equipment and damages to jobsite can be eliminated

●

With Ukey, you can assign an individual 4 digit code to up to 124 separate operators

●

Keys lost or left at Home? No problem with Ukey

●

Ukey works like a car alarm sounding an alarm alerting potential theft or tampering with your machine.

●

With electric powered machines, Ukey prevents other trades from running your batteries down when your
crew needs to use your machine

●

With Ukey, you can assign an individual 4 digit code to up to 124 separate operators and
○

Assign codes by whether an operator is trained on a certain machine, for example, backhoe
operators cannot use cranes etc.

●

○

Add new code for new hires

○

Delete codes for employees that no longer work for your company

Ukey has a 3 digit emergency code that expires after each use, in case you want to selectively loan your
machine without giving user your code

●

Ukey has the ability to display all of the users that are programmed into a machine

●

Ukey can display the last 10 users that used your machine, in the event of any damages

●

Ukey can eliminate all of your user codes at once with a few key presses in case you want to start over or
sell your machine

●

Ukey features starter protection using anti restart and start timeout, preventing starter and flywheel damages

●

Ukey can eliminate all of your user codes at once with a few key presses in case you want to start over or
sell your machine
With Ukey, replacement keypads cost less than most keyswitches

●

